ABSTRACT

**Background:** Idiopathic patellofemoral pain (PFP) has been linked to hip weakness and abnormal lower extremity mechanics. The effect of a strengthening intervention on balance has not been well studied among individuals with PFP.

**Hypothesis/Purpose:** The primary aim of this study was to evaluate changes in center of pressure displacement during the single limb squat following a nine-week physical therapy intervention among adolescent females with PFP.

**Study Design:** Interventional and cross-sectional

**Methods:** Seven adolescent females with PFP (10 extremities) were included in the study. Center of Pressure (CoP) excursions during a single limb squat task were measured before and after a nine week of physical therapy intervention focused on strengthening of the hip and core. Seven asymptomatic females were matched to the PFP group on the basis of age and activity level, and were tested as a reference group. CoP trajectories were reduced into four variables: mean distance (MDIST), root-mean-square distance (RDIST), range (RANGE), and 95% confidence interval circle area (AREA-CC). Maximum knee flexion angle, peak knee power generation and absorption were also recorded. Linear mixed models were used to test for within and between group differences in CoP metrics.

**Results:** Pre-intervention, CoP range, knee power absorption and generation were significantly decreased in the PFP group relative to the reference group. Post-intervention, the PFP group reported a significant decrease in symptom severity. There was also a significant ($p < 0.05$) increase in MDIST, RDIST, RANGE, AREA-CC, peak knee flexion angle, peak power absorption and power generation. There was no difference ($p > 0.05$) in knee flexion, knee power or CoP displacement between the two groups after the physical therapy intervention.

**Conclusion:** Hip and core-strengthening resulted in a significant decrease in symptom severity as well as significant reductions in CoP displacement.

**Level of Evidence:** 3
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